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ABSTRACT
Space missions, as EChO, or ground based experiments, as SPHERE, have been proposed to measure the atmospheric
transmission, reflection and emission spectra. In particular, EChO is foreseen to probe exoplanetary atmospheres over a
wavelength range from 0.4 to 16 micron by measuring the combined spectra of the star, its transmission through the
planet atmosphere and the emission of the planet. The planet atmosphere characteristics and possible biosignatures will
be inferred by studying such composite spectrum in order to identify the emission/absorption lines/bands from
atmospheric molecules such as water (H2O), carbon monoxide (CO), methane (CH4), ammonia (NH3) etc. The
interpretation of the future EChO observations depends upon the understanding of how the planet atmosphere affects the
stellar spectrum and how this last affects the planet emission/absorption. In particular, it is important to know in detail
the optical characteristics of gases in the typical physical conditions of the planetary atmospheres and how those
characteristics could be affected by radiation induced phenomena such as photochemical and biological one. Insights in
this direction can be achieved from laboratory studies of simulated planetary atmosphere of different pressure and
temperature conditions under the effects of radiation sources, used as proxies of different bands of the stellar emission.
Keywords: Exoplanets, Exoplanets Characterization, Space IR Telescope

1. INTRODUCTION
EChO, the Exoplanet Characterisation Observatory, is a mission concept specifically geared for investigation of
exoplanetary atmospheres. EChO will provide simultaneous, multi-wavelength spectroscopic observations on a stable
platform that will allow very long exposures. The use of passive cooling, few moving parts and well established
technology gives a low-risk and potentially long-lived mission. The baseline of EChO1 is a dispersive spectrograph
design covering continuously the 0.4–16 μm spectral range in 6 channels (1 in the visible, 5 in the InfraRed), which
allows the spectral resolution to be adapted from several tens to several hundreds, depending on the target brightness.
The instrument will be mounted behind a 1.5 m class telescope, passively cooled to 50 K, with the instrument structure
and optics passively cooled to about 45 K. Given the need to cool the payload and maintain a stable thermal environment
the choice of orbit is limited to the Earth trailing type such as used by Spitzer or the second Lagrangian point (L2)
Lissajous (PLANCK and Herschel) or the L2 halo orbits1.
The main scientific objectives of EChO are the followings:
1. Measure the atmospheric composition, temperature and albedo of a well defined sample of already known
planets orbiting several type of bright host stars (A, F, G, K and M).
2. Measure the variability, both in vertical and horizontal direction of thermal and chemical structure of
atmospheres of hot jupiters, neptunes and super Earths into the sample.
*
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Investigate and understand the planet star interaction.
Accurate measure of primary transit depth in order to constrain the theoretical models on the internal structure
of planets
Gather important information on chemical constituents of planetary atmospheres in order to improve the
understanding of planetary formation and evolution.
Study non transiting exoplanets, especially those in high eccentric orbits in order to monitor and explore the
thermal and chemical variability of the atmosphere in function of orbital phases.

In order to achieve these purpose, EChO planned targets ranging from Jupiter-sized with equilibrium temperatures Teq up
to 2,000 K, to those of a few Earth masses, with Teq about 300 K. The list will include planets with no Solar System
analog, such as Super Earths and quirky planets like GJ1214b, whose density lies between that of terrestrial and gaseous
planets, or the rocky-iron planet 55 Cnc e, with day-side temperature close to 3,000 K.
EChO will probe the atmospheres of extrasolar planets combining three techniques, making use of planet transits,
secondary eclipses, and planet phase-variations, which will also be used for non-transiting planets. In the first case it will
perform measurement of the upper part of the planetary atmosphere by means of the transmission spectroscopy
tecnique2,3. In the second case, evidence on the thermal structure of the planetary atmosphere and the emission/reflection
properties of the planetary surface will be obtained by the emission spectroscopy4 or, in other words, observing the daily
hemisphere of the planet and exploiting its occultation during the secondary transit. Finally, during a planet’s orbit,
varying parts of the planet’s day- and night-side are seen. By measuring the minute changes in brightness as a function of
orbital phase, the longitudinal brightness distribution of a planet can be determined.
The interpretation of the future EChO observations depends upon the understanding of how the stellar spectrum is
affected by the planet atmosphere and how the planet emission/absorption is affected by the stellar spectrum. In
particular it is important to know in detail the optical characteristics of gasses in the typical physical condition of the
planetary atmospheres and how much those characteristics could be affected by radiation and non chemical equilibrium
phenomena like photochemical and biological one. Insights in this direction can be achieved in laboratory from
experimental exploration of both simulated planetary atmosphere undergoing variation of pressure and temperature and
the effects of different radiation sources, used as proxies of different bands of the stellar emission, on these simulated
atmospheres. These are the pursuits of the Italian project “Atmosphere in a Test Tube” that gather different laboratories
in different Italian structures. In the following the project Atmosphere in a Test Tube will be outlined.

2. ATMOSPHERE IN A TEST TUBE
The project “Atmosphere in a Test Tube” (ATM_ITT), started one year ago aims at preparing a background of data in
order to interpret the results that are going to come out from both ground and space based new generation instruments. A
short list of these instruments comprises SPHERE4, the planet finder of VLT, that will be dedicated to study warm and
young planets, GPI5 the same kind of instrument mounted to the Gemini Telescope, other future instruments like PCS,
the evolution of SPHERE for E-ELT, and new space mission like JWST6,7, CHEOPS8, PLATO and, naturally, EChO9.
The project associate several Italian structures of the “Istituto Nazionale di Astrofisica” (INAF) and of the “Istituto
Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare” (INFN) leaded by the Astronomical Observatory of Padova (INAF- OAPD).
The main aim of ATM_ITT is the study and the simulation of atmosphere of extrasolar planets both by means theoretical
models and laboratory experiments in order to prepare a database of extrasolar planet atmosphere spectra. So, the
activities of ATM_ITT are focalized in the followings:
• applications of Solar System Planetary Atmospheres studies to exoplanets
• planning of laboratory experiments to simulate planetary atmospheres with different thermodynamical
parameters and star irradiation
• use of the Virtual Atomic and Molecular Data Centre (VAMDC) to get atomic and molecular data and other
spectroscopic databases (HITRAN, CSDS etc.) for planetary atmosphere spectra simulations
• planning the development and use of codes in simulating “ad hoc” planetary atmospheres
• exoplanets atmosphere formation simulations
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Figure 1: Histogram
m of radii off Extrasolar planet ca
andidates b
by Kepler11
ms our project is separated inn three differeent paths. The first part concerns the labooratory measurrements of thee
With this aim
optical charaacteristics of Solar System
m planet and extrasolar planet atmosphheres built or modified (see ahead) inn
laboratory. The
T second part would likke to induce atmosphere alteration
a
by biological noon equilibrium
m phenomenaa
induced by irrradiation of biota
b
with souurces in order to simulate different
d
specttral type starss. Finally the third
t
concernss
the study of modification
m
o those atmoospheres by phhotochemistry
of
y induced by different
d
irraddiation intensiity and spectraa
in order to sim
mulate the sevveral host star spectral typess.
The bonanza of extrasolar planets foundd in so far (up to 1786 planeets)10 unveils a large diversiity in the type of planets noot
known in ourr Solar System
m: hot Jupiterrs, hot Neptunne, Jupiters an
nd Saturns doown to the sm
maller compan
nion like Earthh
and super Eaarths. The ressult is that we
w have a hugge parameter space to takke into accounnt in order to
o simulate thee
atmosphere of
o extrasolar planets. To try to simplify, assuming
a
therm
mochemical equilibrium
e
annd don’t taking into accounnt
other modificcation process (like photoochemistry annd vertical traansport etc.) or
o migration effects, we consider
c
smalll
temperate andd cold (icy) pllanets those thhat have mass less than 10 Earth
E
masses and a radius lless than 2 Eaarth radius (seee
Figure 1). Onn the other haand, Jupiters and
a Neptunes,, with masses greater than 10 Earth massses and with radius greaterr
than 2 Earth radius,
r
can be considered both as giant pllanets (atmosp
pheric composition is indeppendent by theeir masses).
Following Tinetti et al.(2013)12 we use the
t normalizeed distance DN to the star, as
a the distancee of the planett from the Sunn
at which the planet
p
itself reeceives the sam
me flux at its distance D fro
om the host sttar:
D=DN (R*/RSUN
)2
S ) (T*/5770)
In this way we
w can associate values off interesting parameters
p
to
o different plaanet (see Tablle 1) and usee them for thee
simulation off atmospheres..
The columns in the Table are
a the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The normalized sttellar distancee
The equilibrium teemperature off the surface of
o the planet co
onsidering an albedo of 0.33 and rapid rottating planet
The mass limit off the planet
The radius of the planet (see Fiigure 1)
The type of the pllanet
The approximate value of the pressure
p
evaluated by the Sttevino Formulla. This value should be mu
ultiplied by thee
masss of the atmossphere of the planet.
p
The main atmosppheric componnents based on
o their mass and their equuilibrium tempperature (as already
a
told inn
12
text,, no complexitty are take intto account) .
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Table 1: Grid of parameters for atmosphere simulation
DN (AU)

Teq (K)

Mass (M⊕)

Radius (R⊕)

Kind

P0 (kPa)

0.05

1221

≤10

≤2

Hot Rocky

10-3÷10-2

0.1
1.0
5.0
20.0

870
273
122
61.0

≤10
≤10
≤10
≤10

≤2
≤2
≤2
≤2

Warm Rocky
Temp. Rocky

10-3÷10-2
10-3÷10-2
10-3÷10-2
10-3÷10-2

0.05

1221

≥10

≥2

Hot Giants

0.1

870

≥10

≥2

1.0

273

≥10

≥2

5.0

122

≥10

≥2

20.0

61.0

≥10

≥2

Icy Planets

≥10-3
≥10-3

Warm Giants

≥10-3

Cold Gaseous
Giants
Icy Giants

≥10-3
≥102

Main
atmospheric
componets12
Si/Mg
gas/liquid?
CO2,N2, CO,
H2O, O2
N2, CH4, CO
H2, H2O, CO,
N2
CH4, N2
H2, CH4, NH3,
H2O
H2, CH4, NH3,
H2O
H2, CH4

3. GIANT PLANET ATMOSPHERES
The simulation of a planetary atmosphere has been planned to be conducted in the laboratory with chemical composition,
temperature and variable density in order to measure their optical characteristics. The preliminary laboratory
measurements have been performed on the absorbance of mainly CO2 and SF6, by using the FTIR spectrometer and
Cavity Ring Down (CRD) cell (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: The cavity Ring Down (CRD) Cell
This is a really sensitive technique able to measure absorption coefficient up to about 10-8 cm-1 in the spectral range of 112 µm. The Cavity Ring Down (CRD) technique is able to reproduce an optical path of some tens of km into a cell of 50
cm of length. In order to reproduce the different condition of a real atmosphere, it is possible to vary the temperature of
the cell in both direction and insert gasses with pressure in the range between 0 and 50 bar. The CRD cell will be
mounted inside a vacuum chamber and it will operate with cooling or warming system and illuminated by a tunable laser
with appropriate optics and detectors. To evaluate the sensibility of the experimental, just before to simulate complex
giant planet atmosphere, we try to simulate the Venus atmosphere. The experiment investigated the optical properties of
a CO2 atmosphere with traces of other gasses like water vapor, CO, O2 and other gasses. We found that with this
technique, exploiting a tunable laser at 1.18 µm, it is possible to detect 50 ppm of water vapor in a CO2 atmosphere at 40
bar of pressure.
In the mean time some radiative transport codes (LibRadTran13, SASKTRAN14, TAU-CODE15 just to mention some)
have been analyzed and compared in order to reproduce Hot Jupiter atmospheres. These codes require absorption
coefficients as input that it is possible to evaluate by some “line by line” numerical codes (e.g. RFM16) starting from data
available in atomic and molecular database like HITRAN17 (HITEMP18 for higher temperature), GEISA19 and
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EXOMOL20. Some simulaations have beeen performed using TAU
U CODE (see Figure 3). Other simulatio
ons have beenn
performed ussing EXOMOL spectral daata of CO, CO
O2 and CH4 Moreover
M
the calculation
c
off cross section
ns of H2O andd
CO have beeen performed in a short speectral range, using
u
the specctral parameteers provided bby HITEMP, and then theyy
were compareed with the results availablee online from EXOMOL.

Figure 3: Absorption
A
n spectra obtained
o
wiith TAU CO
ODE. In the
ese spectra
a the only absorber
a
is
s
H2O.

Furthermore we assess thhe possible link betweenn the collisio
onal evolutionn of exoplannets and theirr atmosphericc
composition. This activity tackles the prroblem by twoo points of vieew for both off which no stuudies are curreently availablee
in literature.
The former is the post-forrmation, late accretion
a
phase and the lattter is the secuular collisional evolution of
o hot Jupiterss
due to the im
mpacts of star-ggrazing cometts. Both aspeccts were addreessed using the N-Body codde Mercury 6.2, modified too
include the poossibility of planetary migrration.
To study thee effects of laate accretion a set of simuulations of th
he collisional evolution off a Jupiter-size planet weree
performed, both
b
with or without
w
migraation. The ressults revealed
d a previouslyy unknown significant rolee of the innerr,
volatile depleeted regions of
o proto-planeetary disks (seee Figure 4), which can prrovide ~30-400% of the acccreted materiaal
(i.e. mostly Si-based
S
and Fe-based
F
mineerals). To studdy the effects of impacts byy star-grazing comets, the hot
h Jupiter HD
D
189733 b waas used as a teemplate togethher with a fam
mily of cometts modeled affter the Sun-ggrazing cometts observed byy
SOHO in thee Solar System
m. The resultss obtained higghlighted the possibility off non-equilibriium effects in
n exoplanetaryy
atmospheres due to a sustained deliverry of exogenoous materials by the impaacting comets if the impacct rate is highh
enough.

4. TEMPER
RATE ROCK
KY PLANETS
mily of rocky exoplanets with
w mass rang
ging between 1 and 10 M⊕. While the lo
ower bound iss
Super Earths are a new fam
h
reassons the upperr bound is somewhat arbitrrary. It is duee by the physical argumentt that at abouut
obvious for historical
10M⊕ and uppper planets can retain Hyddrogen and Heelium in their atmospheres.
a
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P
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vironmenta
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e
21
Since the first Super Earth discovered GJ876d
G
in the 2005
2
a set of
o about 60 of these special planets are co
onfirmed up too
now. Moreovver the warm
m super Earth orbiting the M star GJ 1214b
1
has beeen the first ssuper Earth to
o be observedd
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spectroscopically22. In order to maximize the finding of habitable planets with transit search, a lot of surveys have been
dedicated to search for Earth size (super Earths) planets around M stars. Due to a more favorable ratio between the radii,
some small rocky companion have been discovered in the Habitable zone of these red and cold stars. In this framework
it is interesting to search for biosignatures in the atmosphere of these new worlds. In particular it seems interesting to
explore how the irradiation quality of a M star modifies (if it does it) the oxygen production of photosynthetic bacteria.
This could be done using a environmental simulator which can control the temperature and the pressure of a mixture of
gasses in order to carry out photobiology experiments by irradiating organic samples like photosynthetic bacteria. This
would highlight the effects of the interaction among organics, atmospheres and radiation, allowing the identification of
biomarkers and biosignatures in the atmospheric spectra. The experimental investigation23 make use of environmental
chamber with dedicated atmospheric cells in which the gas mixture as well as the organic materials will be confined in
order to be irradiated and analyzed. Eventually the related effects will analyzed off line in a hermetic cell for measuring
the absorption spectra in order to measure the optical constants and then the gas spectrum. The instrument that will be
used to carry out the experiment is LISA-SAM (see Figure 5). It is composed of a steel cylinder inside which are located
six aluminum cells (volume=0.250 l) topped by a suprasil glass window transparent from UV to NIR. Inside the cells,
biological samples can be placed onto a Petri dish. Cells are connected with the outer part by pipes with mechanical
filters to let the gas to course and avoid biological material to go inside the cryostat chamber.

02 production of Chroococcidiopsis and Acaryochloris marina with time
Irradiation of Chrgococcidiopsis samples at
0.00002 mol fotoni/rrrk2/s in the VIS range

_

Irradiation of Acharyochloris Marina samples a

0.00003 mol fótoni/rn 2/s in the VIS range
Irradiation of Acharyochloris Marina sampl=
0.00003 mc

200

400

at

600

-

800

Figure 6: Simulation of the O2 Production rate of Chroococcidiopsis and Acharyochloris
Marina under the reported irradiation rate.
Depending by the necessity, the temperature in the chamber could be raised (up to 100° C) acting on a resistance or
lowered down to -25°C by means a closed circuit with liquid nitrogen (or glycol). As biological samples should be kept
at a mean temperature of 20°C (the ”life friendly” temperature), a Peltier cell could be used instead. The experiment will
aim to measure the abundance of gaseous bioproducts (O2) of photosynthetic bacteria placed in a simulated environment
of a planet orbiting around an M star. The bacteria (Chroococcidiopsis and Acharyochloris Marina) have been selected
on the basis of the know absorbance properties out of a lot of specie. A simulation of the production rate of both bacteria
has been performed (see Figure 6).
In a parallel experiment, the study of spectral biomarkers or biosignatures on the gas mixtures induced mainly by UV
irradiation has been performed at the DAφNE-L laboratory at the LNF-INFN. DAφNE-Light is a synchrotron facility
operating with synchrotron and standard sources in the infrared and UV-VIS energy range is open to external users.
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Organic mateerials or bacteeria can be irraadiated by UV
V synchrotron
n radiation (orr lamps) and rreal-time FTIR
R analysis cann
be carried ouut to follow the kinetics and the specctral evolution of the irraadiated samplles. Related effects
e
on thee
atmospheres can be analyyzed off line moving the gas mixturess inside a herrmetic cell thhat can be arrranged in thee
experimental setup at the INAF-IAPS
I
laab for measurring the absorp
ption spectra in order to finnd out the opttical constantss
and then the gas spectrum
m. The study of
o the effects of radiation on biologicall systems (DN
NA, cells, tisssue) is closelyy
related to the possibility off being able too monitor in reeal time and in-situ modificcations induceed by radiation
n at molecularr
level. Infraredd micro-specttroscopy is a non-destructiv
n
ve technique capable
c
of meaasuring the m
molecular comp
position of thee
various bioloogical systemss with a micrometric spattial resolution
n. In addition, it is possible to obtain images
i
of thee
molecular syystems under investigationn by using a multi-chann
nel detector (Focal
(
Plane Array). On the SINBAD
D
synchrotron beam
b
line (seee Figure 7) an
a experimenntal station deedicated to irrradiation of ddifferent materrials with UV
V
radiation (connventional annd synchrotron) is installedd. The first teesting experim
ments have shhown that it is possible too
follow in real time the deggradation of nucleic
n
acids, highlighted by
b the spectrall variation off the componeents relating too
the different chemical bonnds. It is posssible to perfform this typee of analysis also on tissuues or cells, that require a
microfocusedd beam and a magnifying
m
opptics, through the use of an infrared micrroscope.

i

Figure 7: right, the Sinbad
S
IR beamline
b
(1
1mm – 0.5µ
µm), left, th
he Sinbad U
UV-VIS sou
urce ( 180650 nm)
5. PH
HOTOCHEM
MESTRY IN
NDUCED MODIFICAT
M
TION OF PL
LANETARY
Y ATMOSP
PHERE
Montecarlo models
m
for muultipath transm
mittance are neeeded to simu
ulate exoplaneet spectra collected by ECH
HO. A suitablee
strategy to vaalidate the moddels can be:
• simuulating Solar System
S
planetts as investigaated by ECHO
O;
• conssidering differrent input to avvailable GCM
M models for different
d
class of exoplanetss;
• assessing the varriability of thee physical quuantities that ECHO will observe,
o
throuugh the measu
ured data andd
theooretical evaluaations (e.g. GC
CM);
• evaluuating the imppact of the exppected exoplaanet scale of eiights on the models;
m
• appllying Bayesiann formalism too evaluate retrrieval capabiliities.
Atmospheric composition of exoplanets is linked to thhe formation and
a evolutionn of the system
ms that host th
hem. Howeverr,
as in all inveerse problems,, such a link is
i not easy to unfold. Gian
nt planets offer a unique oppportunity to investigate
i
thee
relationship between
b
form
mation, evolutiion and atmosspheric compo
osition, as is shown by thee case of our Solar System
m.
We plan to investigate
i
hoow tools and models deveeloped for thee Solar Systeem case can bbe applied to
o the study of
extrasolar plaanets. Assessiing what are the
t sources annd the compo
osition of the materials acccreted by the forming giannt
planets will be
b crucial to constrain
c
theirr effects on atm
mospheric compositions. Presently,
P
we aare conducting a case studyy
using the dataa available onn Jupiter as a planetary
p
anallogue, to preliminary test thhe sensitivity oof the method
ds we intend too
use for the exxoplanets. So a 1D sphericaal radiative traansfer model applicable to describe transsmission specctra of close-inn
extrasolar plaanets was impplemented. Thhe model requuires temperatture and presssure profiles oof the atmosp
phere, togetherr
with the voluume mixing ratios of the atm
mospheric connstituents. All these quantitiies are free to vary within th
he atmospheree
as functions of
o the altitudee. The micropphysics of the atmosphere is
i treated in detail.
d
In particcular, molecu
ular absorptionn
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coefficients are
a computed as functions of pressure annd temperaturre. The modell allow the usse of differentt line profiless,
including stanndard ones likke the Voigt function and other kind off description, like the Van Vleck – Weiisskopf profilee
valid under thhe assumptionn that collisionns are infrequuent but sufficcient strong too change the oorientation of the molecularr
dipole moment in a fully random
r
way. The
T code, valiidated againstt pre-existing models, will bbe used in thee developmennt
of auxiliary rooutines handliing micro- andd macro-physsics. At the end
d of the validaation phase, thhe radiative trransfer modulee
itself shall be upgraded to
t a 3D geom
metry, incorpoorating multip
ple scattering. We shall consider vecto
orial radiativee
transfer throuugh a suitable MonteCarlo technique.
t

71

Figuree 8: Gas Linee sketch
Furthermore, in order to start
s
with photochemical exxperiment, wee study the feeasibility of a cell in which
h a mixture of
gases ('the attmosphere') will
w be confinned and irradiiated with diffferent radiatioon sources. M
Materials, pum
mping system
m,
sizes and dessign of the celll have been innvestigated foor the constru
uction. The gas mixing line of the LIFE laboratory
l
hass
been assemblled and there is an ongoingg activity for its testing an
nd calibration (see Figure 88). The mixin
ng line will bee
used to preppare the mixtture of gasses. Furthermorre the modelling of effeccts of high eenergy radiatiion on planeet
atmospheres is on going. Young
Y
stars arre powerful X--ray emitters (see
(
Figure 9).
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Figure 9:
9 X-Ray em
mission alo
ong the HR diagram
t
UV phottons, and they
y induce in the gas a chemiistry with pecculiar featuress,
X-rays have a larger penettration depth than
mainly drivenn by a cascadde of secondarry electrons, following
f
the slowing-downn of the primaary in the atm
mosphere. a) A
photo-chemiccal model of X-ray
X
dominatted regions haas been constrructed, and there is an ongooing activity to
t validate thee
code against the importantt problem of thhe detection of
o IR signaturees from nasceent molecular hydrogen. b) Subsequentlyy,
the code will be applied to the atmospheere of exoplannets, known to be illuminateed by intense X
X-ray fields.

6. CONCLUS
SION
o the projectt “Atmosphere in a test Tu
ube” have been outlined. F
Furthermore we
w shown thee
The main chharacteristics of
synergy and the
t possible appplication in order
o
to interppret future dataa that will gatther by space m
mission like EChO.
E
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